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"The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today"" H'. Jackson Brown Jr

Temperatures change from day to day, or even swing 30+ degrees on the same day. The time
changes, leaves change, stores change to holiday hours,, and the list goes on. Fall means change.
But change also means opportunity. If.you have been trying to get up earlier in the moining to

' exercise, the "Fall Back" switch gave you the opportunity to continue to rise on your same

"internal clock" while your watch gives you an extra hour to get that exercise in.. Leaves

dropping, an opportunity for a different view out the window, as well as, fbr teenagers to make a
few bucks raking up those yards for neighbors. Many of us take the opportunity for more indoor
activities or projects as we change toward cooler temperatures.

Will any tax law changes ever get passed? Or healthcare, regulatory, and balanced budgets?
Yes, they will. When? Who knows, and What? Well who.knows, as well. We know that leaves
will change color in the fall, but we don't know what day or week, or when they wif fall; but it
happens every year. Awareness and preparation have you ready for that scenic drive, and a box

, 'full of bags for those piles of leaves when it does happen. This is a greattime of year to take an

hour or two and do the same for your finances. Are your taxes increasing or decreasing this
year? How much has your income changed? Do ;iou own a business that just saw'a tax bill in
Octobers filins?

Now is the time to explore those questions. Making sure you fund available IRA-401k-other
retirement accounts may be atax benefit as well as future benefit. Do you have gains or losses

from the sale of property, business activities or other ventures? Part of creating wealth and
building your financial stability is holding on to what ybu have. Managing taxes and incomq, is '

like looking for cracks around your doors and windows. Time may mean abad seal or shifting
has created apathfor heat to escape or cold to creep in your house. Finding ways to save some

pre-tax,dollars, or,generate tax credits is like updating those door or window gaskets. Do it on a
regular basis and you will be amazed at both the comfort and savings it generates.

Have a great week, enjoy the attached market updatg, and our apologies as technical problems
prevented distribution of this commentary last week. Change is an opportunity, even when it is a
frustrating one......
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